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Abstract. We theorize peer awards’ effects on the volume and novelty of creative user-generated content (UGC) produced at online platform communities. We then test our hypotheses via a randomized ﬁeld experiment on Reddit, wherein we randomly and anonymously
assigned Reddit’s Gold Award to 905 users’ posts over a two-month period. We ﬁnd that
peer awards induced recipients to make longer, more frequent posts and that these effects
were particularly pronounced among newer community members. Further, we show that
recipients were causally inﬂuenced to engage in greater (lesser) exploitation (exploration)
behavior, producing content that exhibited signiﬁcantly greater textual similarity to their
own past (awarded) content. However, because the effects were most pronounced among
new community members, who also produce content that, in general, is systematically
more novel than that of established members to begin with, this process yields a desirable
outcome: larger volumes of generally novel UGC for the community.
History: Accepted by Chris Forman, information systems.
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novelty is also a focus in content production (Huberman et al. 2009).
Because of the diverse array of interests and preferences among content consumers on these platforms,
rule-based, centrally provided incentives are difﬁcult
to codify and implement. Platform operators, such as
Reddit, thus, often rely on discretionary mechanisms,
allocated by members of the crowd in a scalable, decentralized manner. We consider one such mechanism
here, a variation of the traditional, organization-provided award: the peer award. Peer awards enable individual users to recognize their peers’ contributions at
their own discretion and at any time. Peer awards are
different from traditional awards in a number of important respects. First, because they are allocated at
the discretion of a single individual in the community,
the degree to which the awarding individual’s preferences reﬂect or align with those of the broader community is not clear to the recipient. Second, peer awards
are typically provided without explanation, often by
an anonymous benefactor. As prior work has pointed
out that the inﬂuence of awards depends crucially on
“the reputation and the image of the institution offering the award as well as on the individual achievement yielding the award” (Kosfeld and Neckermann

Platforms deploy a wide spectrum of tools and incentives to facilitate and motivate users to produce more
user-generated content (UGC) and UGC of greater value to the platform’s audience (Hukal et al. 2020). Literature on this subject has explored many approaches, including ﬁnancial incentives (Cabral and Li 2015, Burtch
et al. 2018, Khern-am-nuai et al. 2018), social norm–
based interventions (Burtch et al. 2018), user incentive
hierarchies (Goes et al. 2016), and awards or badges
(Gallus 2017, Frey and Gallus 2018). To date, however,
the bulk of this prior literature has focused its attention
on UGC that is perhaps best characterized as informational in nature. Prior work has considered, for example, users’ production of online reviews (Cabral and Li
2015, Burtch et al. 2018, Khern-am-nuai et al. 2018), encyclopedic content (Gallus 2017, Frey and Gallus 2018),
and knowledge-exchanged in question and answer
communities (Goes et al. 2016). However, a large segment of UGC is entertainment- and interest-based, focusing more on elements such as humor, ﬁctional
writing, or art (McKenzie et al. 2012, Wu and Zhu
2018). UGC novelty is a key factor that drives content
consumption in these settings (Wu and Huberman
2007, Carmel et al. 2012), which, in turn, means that
3488
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2011, p. 97), the motivational beneﬁts of peer awards
are not altogether clear. Accordingly, we seek to assess
peer awards’ motivational inﬂuence here.
We also consider the unique potential of peer
awards to facilitate the production of novel subject
matter and material in UGC given the aforementioned
importance of content novelty for engagement (Carmel et al. 2012). Peer awards may foster novel content
in at least two ways. First, by helping to retain newer
community members, peer awards may encourage
contributions from individuals with new ideas and
perspectives (Lampel et al. 2006, Perretti and Negro
2007, Toubia and Netzer 2017). Second, by building
recipients’ self-efﬁcacy and intrinsic motivation, they
may set the stage for established community members
to explore and experiment with new ideas and subject
matter (March 1991), fostering creativity (Malik and
Butt 2017). Conversely, to the extent that peer awards
provide a signal of audience preferences, peer awards
may encourage new community members to engage
in exploitation, to persist in producing their novel
(compared with longer-tenured peers) subject matter.
We, thus, address the following research questions:
(1) To what extent are peer awards effective at motivating larger volumes of content contributions from
community members in creativity-oriented UGC settings? (2) To what extent do the effects of peer awards
accrue to new community members in particular? (3)
Do peer awards induce systematically more exploration or exploitation behavior in community members’
content production?
To evaluate these questions, we conducted a randomized ﬁeld experiment on Reddit, leveraging its
native peer award feature, Reddit Gold. We purchased and randomly allocated Gold Awards (anonymously) to 905 unique posts/users in three creative
writing–oriented subreddits. We examined the effect
that peer awards had on the quantity of content subsequently produced by recipients. Further, we examined
the extent to which award receipt drove recipients toward exploration versus exploitation behavior in
terms of both the domain of their subsequent contribution (i.e., the same subreddit in which the award
was received versus alternative subreddits) and the
semantic similarity between subsequent content and
awarded content.
Our results demonstrate a clear positive effect of peer
awards on the quantity of UGC that recipients produce.
Compared with control subjects, treated subjects were
6.3% more likely to contribute additional content in the
two weeks following treatment (p < 0.01), and award
recipients authored posts that were 40.7% (p < 0.001)
longer, on average, over the same period. Further, we
ﬁnd that the motivational effects manifest asymmetrically upon new members. Finally, we ﬁnd evidence

that award receipt causes recipients to engage in greater exploitation behavior, broadly. Treated subjects were
signiﬁcantly more likely to post content to the same
subreddit on which the award was received and signiﬁcantly less likely to post in other subreddits and crafted
content that was signiﬁcantly more similar (based on
textual similarity measures) to their own past
(awarded) content. Collectively, our results suggest that
peer awards have positive collective beneﬁts for the
community; they help to retain new members, and they
encourage those new members to produce more of
their (relatively novel and, thus, more desirable) content.1 In addition to empowering users to recognize
their peers, peer awards also provide a useful revenue
stream for the platform.
Our study contributes to prior research in a number
of ways. Extending the prior literature on interventions to motivate UGC contribution (Cabral and Li
2015, Gallus 2017, Burtch et al. 2018, Frey and Gallus
2018, Khern-am-nuai et al. 2018, Huang et al. 2019),
our work highlights how peer awards can be useful
for fostering more content and more novel content in
particular. Peer awards are particularly useful for attracting and retaining new community members. We
also ﬁnd that peer awards encourage an exploitation
response on the part of those affected new members,
and this response is desirable because new users provide systematically more novel content to begin with.
Therefore, this paper also contributes the literature on
the role of incentives in motivating exploitation (versus exploration) behaviors (Eisenberger and Rhoades
2001, Ederer and Manso 2013) in the context of creative content production.

2. Theory and Hypotheses
2.1. Peer Awards and UGC Production
A great deal of work has documented the positive impacts of different platform incentives on the production of user-generated content. For example, prior
work has examined the efﬁcacy of ﬁnancial incentives
(Cabral and Li 2015, Khern-am-nuai et al. 2018), social
norm–based interventions (Chen et al. 2010, Burtch
et al. 2018), user incentive hierarchies (Goes et al.
2016), badges (Ramirez 2017), and awards (Restivo
and Van De Rijt 2012, Gallus 2017) as alternative
means of motivating users in digital settings to produce more output. It is the latter work on which we
build most directly, as we consider a relatively understudied form of award, namely the peer award.
Perhaps the most notable example of work studying
the effects of awards on individuals’ production of
UGC is that by Gallus (2017). Randomly assigning a
centrally administered symbolic award to various Wikipedia editors, Gallus found that recipients’ productivity rose and that the award was particularly useful
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for the retention of newly joined editors. There are a
number of reasons to believe that peer awards, like
more traditional awards, are useful for motivating an
increased quantity of content production on the part
of recipients (Ramirez 2017). First, peer awards deliver
substantive validation and encouragement to recipients (Gallus 2017), implying that content creators’ effort and work are recognized by their community
(Frey and Gallus 2018). This recognition can increase
recipients’ self-efﬁcacy and perception of their competence. Second, receipt of a peer award, like a traditional award, has the potential to induce generalized reciprocity. Third, peer awards may confer status in the
community, making recipients more visible to peers.
Recipients may expend greater effort to maintain that
status or prestige.
There are a number of unique aspects of peer
awards that distinguish them from traditional awards,
which may, thus, lead to very different effects. First,
peer awards are not provided by a centralized authority; rather, they communicate approval from a single
peer in the community, who may hold niche preferences. Thus, whereas traditional awards may be interpreted as conveying extensive, broad appreciation and
recognition from a broader collective, peer awards instead reﬂect intense appreciation from a single party.
This may be a boon for the platforms that tend to employ peer awards given the open-ended nature of content they facilitate and the highly heterogeneous consumer preferences they seek to address. However, the
fact that peer awards do not clearly or necessarily represent broad opinion may also imply relatively weaker
motivational effects than what has previously been observed with traditional awards. Second, peer awards
are often provided anonymously and without rationale (this is the default setting on Reddit, for example)
despite that the motivational effects of traditional
awards have been argued to depend on the reputation
of the institution offering the award and on the individual achievement that led to the award (Kosfeld and
Neckermann 2011). Although traditional awards are
well deﬁned, well justiﬁed, and regularly scheduled in
their provision, peer awards are subjective and discretionary in their assignment. As a result, the positive effects of peer awards on user productivity may, in fact,
be rather small if not absent altogether.
Nonetheless, there are also unique aspects of peer
awards that may make them particularly motivating
for recipients; their delivery timing and source both
lend them well to the fostering and maintenance of intrinsic motivation. Some recipients may perceive traditional awards as an instrumental tool that the organization or platform employs to elicit desirable
behavior (Morgan 1984). In extreme cases, such a perception may lead recipients to view awards as a tool
of control, undermining their autonomy and thereby
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diminishing their intrinsic motivation (Deci and Ryan
2002). Such perceptions are more likely to manifest
when awards are preplanned, and contributors are
aware of them in advance of task performance (Deci
et al. 1999). By contrast, peer awards are not preplanned; individual members of the community assign the award following task performance at their
own discretion. Award assignors’ motives are, thus,
more likely to be viewed as pure because they are unlikely to have a signiﬁcant personal interest in the recipient’s subsequent contributions. Peer awards are,
thus, more likely to foster and maintain recipients’ intrinsic motivations.
Thus, although some aspects of peer awards may impede any positive motivational effects, the simultaneous
presence of other aspects that may amplify positive motivational effects leads us to hypothesize a positive relationship between receipt of a peer award and the quantity of content that users subsequently produce.
Hypothesis 1. Peer awards have a positive effect on the

volume of UGC that users produce.

2.2. Peer Awards and Content Novelty
Several studies have attempted to measure the novelty
of textual documents. A stream of literature in document retrieval deals with the topic of novelty mining,
which seeks to identify documents containing novel,
nonredundant information, which may be useful for
corporate/competitive intelligence and cybersecurity
practices (Tsai et al. 2010). Recently, scholars in marketing (Toubia and Netzer 2017) and strategy (Balsmeier et al. 2017) have also begun to develop text-mining
measures to identify innovative, novel ideas, for example, in patents. One common method of quantifying
textual novelty in past literature, which we also employ here, relies on vector representations of documents, which are used to calculate distance metrics,
for example, Jaccard or cosine distance (Hass 2017).
In the literature on UGC, a number of studies have
leveraged such measures to evaluate the association
between content novelty and popularity or engagement. For example, Carmel et al. (2012) examine the
novelty of blog posts relative to alternative sets of reference posts and show that novelty is an informative
predictor of content popularity. Other work demonstrates that the linguistic novelty of Reddit post titles
(Lakkaraju et al. 2013) and post content (Mendelsohn
and Li 2017) are informative predictors of engagement. Despite their correlational nature, these past
studies collectively suggest that UGC novelty is an
important determinant of content engagement and
popularity, both generally and at Reddit speciﬁcally.2
A natural question we, therefore, explore is the manner and extent to which incentives, namely peer
awards, inﬂuence the novelty of content that users
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produce. Although a number of prior works have
sought to measure and evaluate the effects of novelty,
little prior work has sought to understand how novelty can be encouraged in UGC production as we seek
to analyze in this paper.
We consider two alternative paths by which novel
content may manifest. First, new entrants may bring
with them novel ideas and perspectives, making them
more likely to produce novel material. For example,
Perretti and Negro (2007) study the relationship between ﬁlm production team composition and “genre
innovation” in Hollywood. These authors demonstrate that innovation is more likely to occur in the
ﬁlm context when new members enter production
teams. These results are generally consistent with prior claims that ﬁlm producers see greater market success when they blend in novel elements with material
(Lampel et al. 2006). Second, as frequently considered
in the innovation literature (March 1991), innovation
may manifest from individual experimentation and
exploration. We, thus, consider each of these two
paths to novelty separately, considering whether and
to what extent peer awards may be particularly effective for retaining and motivating new community
members as well as the extent to which peer awards
may induce exploration (exploitation) behavior in the
content-generation process.
We ﬁrst conceptualize that peer awards will have a
particularly strong motivating inﬂuence upon new
community members. Peer recognition and a feeling of
inclusion are particularly meaningful for new community members. This is because new members of the
community hold fewer community bonds and ties
(Ren et al. 2007). Whereas established members are
more likely to hold community attachments that motivate their contributions, new members are particularly
responsive to peer outreach and expressions of approval and recognition. In this respect, our expectations are
consistent with the ﬁndings of Gallus (2017) around
the effects of more traditional awards on Wikipedia as
she observed those awards were indeed particularly
useful for the retention of newer editors. If peer awards
are indeed particularly inﬂuential upon newer community members, this would have desirable implications
for content novelty because new members tend to
bring new ideas and content. Moreover, an outsized effect on newer community members might even imply
the desirability of an exploitation response as this
would trigger newer community members to continue
producing their relatively (compared with established
members) more novel content. We formalize our second hypothesis as follows:
Hypothesis 2. The relationship between peer awards and

UGC contribution volumes is stronger for newer community members.
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March (1991) ﬁrst deﬁned exploration as “things
captured by terms such as search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, ﬂexibility, discovery, innovation,” and he deﬁned exploitation as “such things
as reﬁnement, choice, production, efﬁciency, selection,
implementation, execution” (p. 71). The possible
effect of incentives on individuals’ tendency to
engage in exploration versus exploitation was notably
raised by March (1991) in that seminal paper on the
topic.
A stream of work has subsequently examined those
effects empirically, typically within organizational settings involving regular employees, academics, or scientists (Zhou 1998, Azoulay et al. 2013, Ederer and
Manso 2013, Lee and Meyer-Doyle 2017). This literature documents that incentives often induce workers
to repeat what has worked well in the past (Ederer
and Manso 2013), reducing innovative behavior, particularly when an incentive is tightly coupled to a
worker’s most recent work activities (Azoulay et al.
2013, Lee and Meyer-Doyle 2017). These prior observations are also consistent with much of the literature
on individual creativity, which speaks to the undermining inﬂuence of extrinsic rewards on creativity.
For instance, several studies document that extrinsically motivated individuals generate fewer original
ideas (Taggar 2002, Anderson and Gasteiger 2008)
and exhibit less creativity (Eisenberger and Armeli
1997, Eisenberger and Rhoades 2001). In the exploration–exploitation literature, recent work has documented that recent declines in performance tend to
trigger individuals to engage in exploration to identify
a new approach that offers better results (Døjbak Håkonsson et al. 2016).
However, the mechanisms for these negative effects
of incentives on creativity that are identiﬁed in the literature suggest that peer awards may, in fact, yield an
exploration response because peer awards are more
likely than traditional awards to foster and maintain
intrinsic motivation, as noted earlier, because of their
source (peers rather than the platform operator) and
discretionary (rather than preplanned) nature. Moreover, the absence of a clear rationale for peer awards
may also make them more likely to yield an exploration response, bearing in mind the prior ﬁnding that
the exploitation response to incentives is systematically weaker when incentives are decoupled from recent
work activity (Azoulay et al. 2013, Lee and MeyerDoyle 2017). And even the individual exploration–exploitation literature has noted that this decision depends crucially on an individual’s emotional state
such that positive emotions are more likely to drive
exploration (Døjbak Håkonsson et al. 2016).
It is also important to bear in mind that the exploitation versus exploration effects of peer awards may depend as well on whether they operate asymmetrically
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on newer versus more established community members. The exploration–exploitation literature makes
clear that ﬁrms and individuals shift between periods
of exploration or exploitation behavior, depending on
their returns from recent initiatives (Holmqvist 2004,
Døjbak Håkonsson et al. 2016). In fact, effective managerial decision making has been shown to depend on
managers’ ability to maintain attention and to effectively choose when to switch between exploration and
exploitation states (Laureiro-Martı́nez et al. 2013).
Firms and individuals experiment until they see
promise and then shift to a period of reﬁnement and
exploitation. Conversely, when individuals or teams
perceive success and reap the beneﬁts of exploitation,
this drives a positive emotional response and the
building of comfort and conﬁdence, which can, in
turn, set the stage for an eventual shift toward exploration (Døjbak Håkonsson et al. 2016).
Because new community members are just beginning
their tenure within the community, by deﬁnition, they
can be characterized as beginning in a period of exploration when the peer award arrives. The signal of success
that a peer award conveys may, thus, drive a shift into a
period of exploitation. That is, as these individuals seek
to learn “what works” in the noisy environment characterized by varied audience interests and preferences, the
positive experience of a peer award may give them
pause and drive recipients to invest more deeply in the
same area. By contrast, an established contributor, wellversed in the community, is more likely to already be in
an exploitation phase when the award arrives. Accordingly, such individuals may instead react primarily to
the positive emotional effects of the positive feedback,
responding with exploration behavior. Thus, given our
prior hypothesis that new members are more responsive
to peer awards, we expect that an exploitation response
will dominate on average. Our third and ﬁnal hypothesis is, therefore, as follows:
Hypothesis 3. Peer awards drive an exploitation response

in UGC production.

3. Research Context
To assess these hypotheses, we conducted a randomized ﬁeld experiment on Reddit, the ﬁfth most visited
website in the United States as of September 2020 with
more than 430 million monthly active users.3 Reddit is
an ideal empirical context for our research because
UGC features centrally on the site, embedding rich,
textual content contributed by millions of active users.
Reddit organizes posts into topic-speciﬁc, user-created
communities, termed “subreddits,” which cover a
wide range of subject matter and to which interested
users can subscribe. As of September 2020, there are
more than 130,000 active subreddits on Reddit.
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Similar to many other UGC platforms, Reddit allows
its users not only to post content, but also to comment
upon and evaluate peer content using upvotes and
downvotes. Users can post stories, links, images, and
videos, with which other users can then engage. In
July 2010, Reddit introduced a novel feature for users
to evaluate peer content: the Gold Award. The introduction of the Gold Award provided a way for users
to recognize peers’ contributions by badging them (referred to as “gilding”). In addition to the symbolic
badge, the award provides a recipient with some modest economic beneﬁts. For one week, the recipient receives an ad-free experience on Reddit and discounted
access to certain afﬁliated service providers. Any Reddit user can purchase and assign a Gold Award to a
peer; introduction of the award, thus, has the side beneﬁt of providing Reddit with a novel revenue stream.
A unit of Gold presently costs users $1.99. Upon
purchasing a unit, a user can assign it to any peer by
gilding the post, comment, or proﬁle page. As shown
in Figure 1, once gilded, content is permanently
highlighted with a gold badge. Although Gold is supplied anonymously to recipients, recipients can directly message the donor, for example, to say thanks, at
which point the award assigner has the option to respond and thereby reveal the assigner’s identity.

4. Experiment Design
4.1. Procedure
To test the impact of peer awards on user content generation, we leverage the Gold Award as our treatment
and conduct a ﬁeld experiment on Reddit, randomly
and anonymously assigning Gold to users’ posts over
a two-month period.4 The anonymous nature of the
gilding process is ideal for our purposes because we
wish to avoid confounding effects deriving from the
award assigner’s identity (Taylor et al. 2019). Moreover, recipients’ ability to reply with a private message of thanks provides us with a way of exploring
mechanisms by which the treatment inﬂuences their
behavior given that recipients’ messages often embed
comments that speak to the recipient’s beliefs, motivations, or interpretations.
Given our interest not only in understanding the effects of peer awards on UGC volumes, but also on UGC
content, we purposefully targeted subreddits in which
typical user posts predominantly comprise text and in
which posts tend to be relatively lengthy. Table 1
presents brief descriptions of the three subreddits as
well as the experiment setup. We selected three writingfocused subreddits (i.e., r/hfy, r/nosleep, and r/shortscarystories) as content on these subreddits are mostly
original writings in which users have a relatively high
degree of ﬂexibility to create content with various desired characteristics, such as novelty. Writing-focused
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Figure 1. (Color online) A Post on ‘Showerthoughts’ Subreddit That Has Been Awarded Gold

subreddits have become an important inﬂuential community on Reddit. For example, r/nosleep is ranked the
44th subreddit in terms of number of subscribers.5
Based on the number of new submissions in the
three selected subreddits, we sample the posts using
stratiﬁed randomization to ensure the samples follow
the actual content distribution across three selected
subreddits. We developed experimental infrastructure, comprising a series of Python scripts, to automate the execution of our ﬁeld experiment, including
collection of user posts and proﬁle data, randomization, balance checks, treatment assignment, and posttreatment data collection. Each aspect was conducted
using the Reddit application programming interface
(API). The experiment extended over a multimonth
period (between January and March 2019) with users
gradually being recruited on a day-by-day (iterative)
basis. Every 24 hours, our scripts would execute, identifying users who had posted new content to our three
subreddits of interest since the last run. The scripts
would then consider the identiﬁed users for recruitment, depending on a set of recruitment criteria.
These recruitment criteria related to (i) whether the
user had already entered the experiment previously
(in which case the user would be ignored) and (ii) the
features of the content the user posted. Thus, upon entering our experiment, any user was considered for
treatment intervention or control only once. The complete experimental procedure, implemented every 24
hours, is detailed next.
First, given the large volume of daily posts on Reddit, with each iteration, we limited our attention to
posts created on our three subreddits of interest over

the prior 24-hour period. This step ensured that the
posts (and associated users) considered in our experiment were still visible and of interest to the Reddit
community at the time of treatment. Second, to ensure
users were not treated repeatedly or randomized into
competing experimental conditions, we ﬁltered out all
posts submitted by users who had previously entered
into the experiment (e.g., on any prior iteration). Additionally, we ﬁltered out some posts based on content
features. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁltered posts that had a low
or negative number of net votes (an indication of lack
of quality from other Redditors and, therefore, not
plausible potential candidates for an organic Gold
Award) to ensure treatment would not appear suspicious to the recipient or other users. We also ﬁltered
posts that were excessively short to ensure sufﬁcient
content for meaningful textual analysis.
Third, we retrieved each post author’s meta information, including date of registration, overall link karma,6
and comment karma7 for use in randomization balance
checks. Fourth, with user-level metadata and the post
information extracted in the ﬁrst step, we performed
stratiﬁed (by subreddit) randomization, assigning newly identiﬁed post creators into a control or treatment
group. This stratiﬁed (block) randomization ensured
that posts were allocated between treatment and control
groups in a balanced manner both across and within
subreddits. If a user had multiple posts selected for the
experiment on a given day, we would rerun the randomization until the user had only one post selected in
either the treatment or control group. Note as well that
we limited our treatment proportion to no more than
15% of posts in a given subreddit as we wished to avoid

Table 1. Experiment Setup
Subreddit
r/hfy
r/nosleep
r/shortscarystories

Description

Treatment group

Control group

Sci-ﬁ, fantasy, and all other stories with a focus on humans
Realistic horror stories
Original short horror stories

139
639
127

139
638
128

905

905

Total number of users entering the experiment
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raising concerns among members of the subreddit that
our experiment was taking place. Finally, after conﬁrming balanced randomization, we gilded each post in the
treatment group, updated the list of recruited users, and
manually conﬁrmed that each treated post was, in fact,
gilded successfully by visually inspecting the gilded
posts through Reddit’s browser interface.
Our experiment script was evaluated via two pilot
tests on Reddit in October and December 2018 to ensure smooth execution. We began our full-scale execution on January 2, 2019. The experiment was conducted
over the course of two months and completed on
March 2, 2019. The users in the pilot tests were excluded from the full-scale experiment and associated data
analysis. Our ﬁnal sample for analysis comprises 1,810
Redditors (905 treated, 905 control). Each of these users
was randomly assigned to either treatment or control
in each 24-hour iteration. We evaluated randomization
efﬁcacy by assessing balance on content characteristics
(i.e., Intervention_Post_Scorei), user characteristics (e.g.,
Tenurei and Premium_Useri), users’ prior positive feedback from the Reddit community (e.g., Link_Karmai,
Comment_Karmai), and users’ pre-experiment content
generation activity (e.g., Num_Posts_Beforei, Num_Posts_Before_SSi, Num_Sub_Beforei). As shown in Table 2, pairwise t-tests on all factors in our ﬁnal estimation sample
yield insigniﬁcant differences in means.
4.2. Measures
We collected posts and comments submitted by all
1,810 users. Our main observation window extends
from two weeks prior to a user’s entry into our sample
to two weeks following entry. A longer term dynamic

analysis is reported as additional ﬁndings. We construct several measures that enable us to evaluate our
treatment’s effects on user content-generation behavior, reﬂecting changes in user motivation (reﬂected by
UGC quantity, namely posting volumes and post
length) and changes in users’ exploitation versus exploration behavior. We operationalize the latter based
on the community in which a user posts (the subreddit in which treatment took place versus other subreddits) and based on measures of textual novelty, consistent with prior work (Carmel et al. 2012, Hass 2017).
Our UGC quantity outcomes are deﬁned as follows.
Posted is a binary indicator of whether users created
any new posts during the two weeks after the treatment. N_Posts is a count measure of the number of
posts generated by a user over the two weeks following the experimental intervention. We also consider
the length (in characters) of textual content users produce on a per-post basis following the intervention,
Length. If users do not post any content, all three
measures take on a value of zero. For those users who
create multiple new posts, Length takes on their average character length.
Our UGC exploration–exploitation outcomes are
deﬁned as follows. First, for each of the UGC quantity
measures described, we further differentiate between
whether the content is posted to the subreddit to
which the Gold Award was given or to other subreddits. The former reﬂects a revisiting and possible reﬁnement of the same subject matter and content domain, whereas the latter reﬂects a shift to explore and
experiment with new subject matter and content domains. These alternative dependent variables are

Table 2. Randomization Check
Variable

Description

Mean (control)

Mean (treated)

t-statistic

p-value

1,810

Intervention_Post_Scorei

1.373

0.170

1,810

Premium_Useri

0.959

0.338

1,810

Comment_Karmai

−0.180

0.857

1,810

Link_Karmai

−0.266

0.790

1,810

Num_Post_Beforei

46.696
(3.937)
527.601
(21.759)
0.019
(0.005)
2971.07
(403.825)
1534.081
(139.469)
1.550
(0.121)

0.546

Tenurei

43.401
(3.773)
572.168
(24.088)
0.025
(0.005)
2878.041
(323.033)
1485.064
(120.662)
1.643
(0.112)

−0.604

1,810

Net votes of post created by user i as
of the time the treatment is assigned
The number of days elapsed after user
i registered on Reddit
Dummy variable, one if user i is a
premium user, zero otherwise
Comment karma represents user i’s
cumulative comment score on Reddit
Link karma represents user i’ s
cumulative post score on Reddit
The number of posts created by user i
during the two weeks prior to the
experiment
The number of posts created by user i
under the treated subreddit during
the two weeks prior to the
experiment
The number of subreddits user i posts
content on during the two weeks
prior to the experiment

0.563

0.574

0.295
(0.023)

0.283
(0.023)

0.374

0.709

1.090
(0.058)

0.970
(0.056)

1.474

0.141

N

1,810

1,810

Num_Posts_Before_SSi

Num_Sub_Beforei

Note. Standard errors are reported in the parentheses.
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named as explained in the prior paragraph with appended sufﬁxes: SS refers to the same (on which the
user was recruited into the experiment) subreddit,
whereas OthS refers to other subreddits.
For our textual novelty measures, it is ﬁrst important to deﬁne the reference set. As Carmel et al. (2012)
note, novelty may be considered relative to at least
two alternative reference sets of content. Content may
be novel with respect to the same authors’ own prior
content, which those authors refer to as self-novelty, or
it may be novelty with respect to other authors’ content, which those authors refer to as contemporaneous
novelty. Textual self-novelty is a natural focus for our
analyses of exploration–exploitation behavior.8
To operationalize self-novelty, we use a common
approach from the text-mining literature. Many textual novelty measures have been proposed over the
years, predominantly based on measures of dissimilarity between new and past content (Allan et al. 2003,
Soboroff and Harman 2005). A well-established approach in this literature employs the cosine distance
between numeric representations of textual content in
vector space. To construct such a measure, it is ﬁrst
necessary to construct vector representations of each
piece of content within some embedding space, which
is itself constructed based on a broader corpus of (historical) content.
To construct our embedding spaces, we consider
three alternative techniques based on historical Reddit posts that were created prior to our experiment.
We ﬁrst utilized term frequency–inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF) (Salton and Buckley 1988, Robertson 2004, Wang et al. 2019). TF-IDF is a scaled matrix
that captures the frequency with which each word
(term) from the data set occurs in each document.
The raw term frequencies are scaled by the inverse of
document frequency in order to down-weight words
that are common across all documents and, thus, not
very informative or useful in characterizing content.
Intuitively, if a word is highly unique and only exists
in a single document, its raw value is retained. In contrast, if a word appears across many documents, it is
scaled down quite a bit.9 Taking the cosine distance
between two document vectors under a TF-IDF representation captures similarity in terms of scaled term
frequencies.
Next, we employed latent semantic indexing (LSI)
(Landauer and Dumais 1997, Hass 2017, Wang et al.
2019), also known as latent semantic analysis. Unlike
a TF-IDF–based representation that focuses on vocabulary and ignores information about term co-occurrence across documents (and, thus, ignores semantic
information), LSI seeks to reduce documents to a set
of latent topics based on co-occurrence information.
LSI reduces the term–document matrix to a set of latent topics (a lower rank approximation of the original
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document–word matrix) using singular value decomposition. A document is, thus, represented by a vector
in the lower dimension (topic) space. Again, taking
the cosine distance between two documents in the
lower dimensional space captures similarity in terms
of latent topic occurrence.
In addition to TF-IDF and LSI, we used a neural network–based document-embedding method called
Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov 2014, Lau and Baldwin
2016). Doc2Vec is an unsupervised method that takes
as input a set of unlabeled documents (corpus) and
ﬁnds a vector representation for each document, usually sized between 100 and 700. The neural network
objective function is set up such that the semantic-spatial similarities between the words—and, by extension, the semantic-spatial similarities between chunks
of text, that is, a document—are preserved in this lower dimensional vector space. In other words, each document is embedded in this space such that semantically similar documents are embedded near each other.
Unlike TF-IDF– and LSI-based analyses, Doc2Vec can
beneﬁt by ﬁrst training the model on a larger corpus
beyond the content collected in our experiment and
“transferring” learned estimates for further ﬁne-tuning by our data set. This approach utilizes current advances in neural networks to ascertain similarities
among documents.
The operationalization of our three measures of textual novelty is described as follows. For TF-IDF– and
LSI-based measures, the reference corpora (global word
lists) are drawn from the three focal subreddits on
which our intervention posts were generated (both
treated and control posts). This was done to account for
the extreme degree of content heterogeneity across different subreddits. The resulting document representation is limited to a smaller subspace with greater resolution to discriminate different documents. This approach
also has the beneﬁt of eliminating the possibility that
the reason we observe greater content similarity or novelty is strictly because of where content is being posted
after treatment. That is, if we observe that users are
more likely to post in the same subreddit as a result of
being treated, we might then observe reduced textual
novelty simply because the topic domain is now more
likely to be the same. By requiring the document space
to incorporate all subreddits in the data, we eliminate
this explanation. The increased content similarity
would reﬂect an additional change in the content, not
attributable to the chosen subreddit/context.
Because Doc2Vec is a neural network–based method
with many parameters, there is a beneﬁt of using large
data to pretrain the parameters (Le and Mikolov 2014).
Lau and Baldwin (2016) empirically compare the performance of a Doc2Vec model trained on domain corpora with a model trained on larger external corpora
(i.e., English Wikipedia and Associated Press English
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news articles). They found that Doc2Vec works robustly in both scenarios. Considering that a small body of
data were collected in our experiment, we used a pretrained Doc2Vec model based on the large English Wikipedia data set to create our embedding space and
then further ﬁne-tuned it based on our data set. The
pretrained model leveraged in our study has also been
widely utilized in research involving song lyrics (Yu
et al. 2019) and debate analysis (Lawrence et al. 2017).
Our analysis is limited to those users who created
at least one post in the posttreatment period as our
text-based similarity measures are otherwise undeﬁned. Our conditional sample in this analysis, thus,
includes 607 subjects. This is important to note because this implies a caveat that any effects we observe
may emerge because of from whom the treatment elicits content and not just solely because of changes in
the behavior of individuals who continue to post. We
later address this possible threat of selection through
the application of matching techniques.
For all three measures, we recover vector representations of the intervention post (treated or control) as
well as all posttreatment posts that the user created on
the same subreddits. We then calculated the pairwise
cosine similarity between the intervention post and
each post that was created by the user on the same
subreddit after the intervention. For users who created
more than one post after the intervention, we took the
average over the resulting values. Ultimately, this
leaves us with three “average cosine similarity” values
for each of the 607 subjects: one based on TF-IDF, one
based on LSI, and one based on Doc2Vec, that is,
TFIDF_Scorei, LSI_Scorei, and, Doc2Vec_Scorei. The descriptions and summary statistics for all variables used
in the subsequent analyses are presented in Table 3.

5. Results
We begin by considering the average treatment effect
of peer awards on the motivation of users to contribute as measured by the quantity of content produced.
Subsequently, we examine the average effect of the
treatment on our measures of exploration versus exploitation (where a user posts and the textual novelty
of what a user posts). We then examine heterogeneity
in these effects, considering the distinction between
new versus longer tenured community members. Finally, we present a series of secondary analyses, exploring (i) the duration and dynamics of the treatment
effects, (ii) whether and to what extent the treatmentinduced content is systematically more (or less) popular among members of the community, and (iii) suggestive evidence of the mechanisms underlying the
observed effects. In this ﬁnal set of analyses, we provide qualitative evidence of treated users’ perceptions
based on messages they sent in reply to the award,
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which is consistent with our overarching narrative
that an asymmetric inﬂuence on new community
members, who, in turn, are induced to engage in exploitation, yields systematically more novel content
for the community, which, in turn, is more popular.
5.1. Descriptive Evidence
We begin with a model-free evaluation of mean differences between the treatment and control groups, considering the number of posts users create and the
length of those posts. Figure 2(a) demonstrates that
users are signiﬁcantly more likely to submit subsequent content in the treatment condition as compared
with users in the control condition (the bars indicate a
95% conﬁdence interval). Figure 2(b) indicates that
treated users also generate lengthier content. Taking
posts across all subreddits into account, the treatment
group generates posts with an average length of 527
words. In contrast, posts created by the control group
have an average length of 407 words. This descriptive
evidence indicates that peer awards are effective for
motivating users, in general, to produce larger volumes of content, consistent with Hypothesis 1.
In each panel of Figure 2, we break the results down
by whether content is produced in the same subreddit
as the intervention post or a different subreddit. Here,
we also see evidence that the effects manifest most
strongly within the intervention subreddit. This descriptive evidence is consistent with Hypothesis 3, suggesting an average exploitation response as the new
content that treated users produce appears to arrive
primarily in the same subject matter domain.
Finally, Figure 3 provides descriptive evidence of the
treatment’s relationship with our textual novelty measures. The ﬁgures depict overlaid kernel density plots
that compare the distribution of cosine similarity values,
per user, distinguishing between individuals in the treatment group and those in the control. Based on Figure 3,
(a)–(c), it is apparent that the treated group produces
content that yields systematically higher cosine similarity with intervention content across all three of our measures (TFIDF_Score, LSI_Score, and Doc2Vec_Score).
This observation is consistent with an average exploitation response as in the results related to the domain in which content is created. That is, treated subjects appear to produce content that is systematically
less novel (more similar) to their intervention posts
than control subjects. In Figure 3(d), we plot mean values for the treatment and control groups across all
three measures and observe a descriptively similar result in each case; the similarity value is systematically
higher in the treatment group.
5.2. Main Results
5.2.1. Treatment Effect on UGC Quantity. We next report on our econometric analyses of the relationships
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Table 3. Variables and Descriptive Statistics
N

Variable

1,810

Postedi

1,810

Posted_SSi

1,810

Posted_OthSi

1,810

N_Postsi

1,810

N_Posts_SSi

1,810

N_Posts_OthSi

1,810

Lengthi

1,810

Length_SSi

1,810

Length_OthSi

607

TFIDF_Scorei

607

LSI_Scorei

607

Doc2Vec_Scorei

607

Scorei

Description
Dummy variable, one if user i has
a post during the two weeks
after the treatment, zero
otherwise
Dummy variable, one if user i
posted under the treated
subreddit during the two weeks
after the treatment, zero
otherwise
Dummy variable, one if user i has
a post on subreddit beyond the
treated one during the two
weeks after the treatment, zero
otherwise
The number of posts user i
generated during the two
weeks after the treatment
The number of posts user i
generated under the treated
subreddit during the two weeks
after the treatment
The number of posts user i
generated on subreddits beyond
the treated one during the two
weeks after the treatment
The average lengths of posts
created by user i in words
during the two weeks after the
treatment
The average lengths of posts
under the treated subreddit
created by user i in words
during the two weeks after the
treatment
The average lengths of posts on
subreddits beyond the treated
one created by user i in words
during the two weeks after the
treatment
The average cosine similarity
score derived from the TF-IDF
representation-based distance
between postexperiment posts
and treatment post created by
user i
The average cosine similarity
score derived from the LSI
representation-based distance
between postexperiment posts
and treatment post created by
use i
The average cosine similarity
score derived from the Doc2Vec
representation-based distance
between postexperiment posts
and treatment post created by
user i
The average net votes of posts
under the treated subreddit
created by user i during the
two weeks after the treatment

Mean

Standard deviation

Minimum

Maximum

0.592

0.492

0

1

0.335

0.472

0

1

0.418

0.493

0

1

2.791

6.885

0

182

0.684

1.420

0

12

2.107

6.497

0

176

467.388

893.398

0

6,498.5

501.556

970.953

0

6,866

136.324

494.536

0

6,191

0.305

0.179

0.001

0.879

0.660

0.204

−0.003

0.969

0.864

0.098

0.325

0.989

112.70

422.06

0

7,985.714
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Figure 2. (Color online) The Effect of Peer Awards on UGC Production
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in question. We ﬁrst investigate the motivational
quantity effects, evaluating our binary indicator of
whether a user posts again during the two weeks following treatment, Posted. We estimate the effect of our
treatment on this outcome via a linear probability
model (LPM). In Equation (1), users are indexed by I,
and εi is the residual.
UGC Productioni =UGC Noveltyi
" α + β · Treatmenti + εi :

Post_Length_SS

Control

(1)

The results of this estimation appear in Table 4. We
report the results of our LPM on users’ general UGC
contributions across Reddit in column (1). We estimate
that treated users are 6.3% more likely to submit content in the two weeks following treatment (p < 0.01)
compared with users in the control group. When we
consider whether a user submits content to the same
subreddit (column (2)), we observe that the estimated
effect increases to 10.3% (p < 0.01). Unsurprisingly, the
result is consistent when we employ an alternative estimator, namely logistic regression (columns (3) and
(4)). In column (5), we present the results of an estimation that accounts for the joint nature of the decision to
post elsewhere versus the same intervention subreddit, namely a bivariate probit regression. There, we
again observe that the effects manifest primarily in the
treated subreddit and not elsewhere. These results are
consistent with the model-free evidence reported,
which indicates support for Hypothesis 1 on the motivating effects of peer awards and also partial support
for Hypothesis 3, that peer awards drive, on average,
an exploitation response. However, we evaluate the
latter hypothesis more comprehensively via subsequent estimations.
Our next set of analyses consider the effect of treatment on the number of posts a user creates. The outcome in this case is a count measure, N_Posts. We,

Post_Length_OthS

Treated

therefore, begin with a linear regression model as in
Equation (1) but replacing our outcome with the natural log of N_Posts. We then also consider alternative estimators that account for the count nature of the outcome, namely a Poisson regression. Further, as before,
we consider an estimator that accounts for the jointly
determined nature of the decision to contribute toward
the same versus other subreddits, that is, bivariate Poisson regression. The results of these regressions appear
in Table 5. In columns (1) and (2), we report estimates
from our log-linear models, which can be interpreted
as elasticities. Of particular note here, we estimate that
the treatment yields an ~8%–9% increase in the volume
of posts a user creates in the intervention subreddit.
The Poisson regression in column (4) indicates a larger estimate, consistent with an approximate 20% (β "
0.185, p < 0.1) increase in posting volumes for treated
users. Finally, in column (5), in which we jointly model
contributions to the same versus other subreddits, we
now observe evidence consistent with a cannibalization
effect as we see a systematic rise in posting volumes to
the intervention subreddit along with a systematic decline in posting volumes to other subreddits. It is worth
noting here that the effect on same-subreddit posting
volumes is much larger than the negative effect on other subreddit volumes, which suggests there is still a net
increase in total contributions despite the evidence that
treatment results in attention cannibalization as part of
an exploitation response (Hypothesis 3).
We next consider the treatment effects on the average length of posts that users produce, Length, in the
posttreatment period. As noted earlier, to accommodate users who did not post content during the two
weeks after treatment, we insert a length value of
zero, reﬂecting that zero characters were produced
(and, thus, capturing the corner solution). In this analysis, recognizing the right-skewed nature of the variable, we regress the natural logarithm of Length onto
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Figure 3. (Color online) Descriptive Plots of Differences in Individual Exploitation Measures
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our treatment indicator. The results of these analyses
are presented in Table 6, columns (1)–(3).
The estimates we report are again consistent with
the earlier model-free evidence and our other results
thus far. Of course, as noted, it is important to recognize that some users did not post additional content
within our window of posttreatment observation. Notably, the provision of no content is not a censoring
problem; rather, it is a valid reﬂection of how much
content a user supplied, that is, a corner solution
(Burtch et al. 2016). To properly account for the corner
solution, we, therefore, also estimate a set of tobit regressions, as suggested by Wooldridge (2002), enforcing a lower bound of zero. These results are presented
in columns (4)–(6). Subsequent to the estimation, we
recover separate estimates of the marginal effect of
our treatment at the extensive margin, that is, P(y > 0
| x) at the intensive margin, that is, E(y | x, y > 0), as
well as the total marginal effect, that is, E(y | x).
Our marginal effect estimates indicate that the treatment effect amounts to a 7% increase in posting

TF-IDF

LSI
Control

Doc2Vec
Treated

probability (p-value < 0.001), that is, the effect at the extensive margin, and a 40.7% increase in post length,
conditional on a user posting (p-value < 0.001), that is,
the effect at the intensive margin. The former estimate
is consistent with our earlier results around “any posting.” The latter estimate is perhaps most interesting because it speaks to the treatment effect on a “per character” basis over and above the treatment effect on a
user’s willingness to post, generally. As before, we also
see that these effects manifest most clearly in the intervention subreddit yet not in other subreddits. The totality of evidence again supports Hypotheses 1 and 3.
5.2.2. Treatment Effect on UGC Novelty. We now turn

our attention to our three measures of textual similarity. Although the results we present speak, to some
extent, about the exploration–exploitation response,
by considering whether a user continued to contribute to the same versus a different subject matter area
(subreddit), our textual similarity measures provide
a somewhat more nuanced operationalization of
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Table 4. Treatment Effect on Any UGC Production (DV " Posted; LPM, Logistic and Probit Regressions)
Variables
Treatment
Constant
N
F-test
Wald χ2

(1) LPM
Posted

(2) LPM
Posted_SS

(3) Logistic
Posted

(4) Logistic
Posted_SS

0.063**
(0.023)
0.560***
(0.017)
1,810
7.45**
–

0.103***
(0.022)
0.284***
(0.015)
1,810
21.67***
–

0.261**
(0.096)
0.242***
(0.067)
1,810
–
7.41**

0.464***
(0.100)
−0.925***
(0.074)
1,810
–
21.30***

(5) Bivariate Probit
Posted_SS

Posted_OthS

0.283***
(0.061)
−0.571***
(0.044)

0.025
(0.059)
−0.219***
(0.042)
1,810
–
21.41***

Note. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.1.

exploration–exploitation. We begin by considering statistical signiﬁcance of the distributional differences that
we observed in Section 5.1, our model-free evidence.
Keeping in mind that the similarity measures are
clearly nonnormal in their distributions, that we are
not aware of the true underlying distributions, and
the relatively small size of our sample, we employ a
nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test (Çelen et al.
2010, Leibbrandt et al. 2017). A statistically signiﬁcant
test implies that one set of values is drawn from a systematically different distribution than the other. We
present the results of these tests in Table 7, column
(1), in which we observe statistically signiﬁcant effects
using our TF-IDF–based (p-value < 0.05), LSI-based
(p-value < 0.1), and Doc2Vec-based textual similarity
measures (p-value < 0.05).
More speciﬁcally, we observe that the textual similarity metrics are all systematically higher in the treatment group as compared with the control group. Once
again, these results provide support for Hypothesis 3,
that users react to peer awards, on average, with an exploitation response. These effects manifest in terms of
both where content is created—that is, on which subreddit—and semantic content. Again, we note that, because the textual similarity analysis is conditional on
subreddit, that is, the vector representations of historical and new posts are based on subreddit-speciﬁc

embeddings, the results here are not redundant to
those dealing with the location of posting.
A potential concern with this analysis is that the effects may be inﬂuenced by selection on the treatment
(recall that our analysis is based only on the sample of
users who opted to post content in the posttreatment
period). Indeed, in Online Appendix A, we report a
series of t-tests, which indicate some systematic differences in the observable characteristics of subjects in
treatment who created new UGC in the posttreatment
period versus subjects in control who did so. Among
these systematic differences, perhaps the most notable
is the difference in user tenure; we see that treatment
users who created new content in the post period had
been on Reddit approximately 150 days fewer than
users who created content in the control group. This
ﬁnding is consistent with Hypothesis 2, that the treatment is asymmetrically more inﬂuential on newer
community members. That said, we provide a more
formal analysis of this hypothesis next via moderation tests.
We focus here on addressing these imbalances,
which raise the possibility of selection on treatment. It
is challenging to resolve the selection in our ﬁeld
experiment setting because we lack a second instrument for UGC production. As a commonly used alternative approach, we assess the inﬂuence of selection by

Table 5. Treatment Effect on Number of UGC Posts (DV " N_Posts; Ordinary Least Squares and Poisson Regressions)
Variables
Treatment
Constant
N
F-test
Wald χ2
LR χ2

(1) OLS
Ln(N_Posts)
0.0531
(0.042)
0.800***
(0.030)
1,810
1.64
–
–

(2) OLS
Ln(N_Posts_SS)
0.087**
(0.025)
0.293***
(0.017)
1,810
12.01***
–
–

(3) Poisson
N_Posts
−0.018
(0.116)
1.035***
(0.094)
1,810
–
0.02
–

(4) Poisson
N_Posts_SS
+

0.185
(0.100)
−0.476***
(0.078)
1,810
–
3.46+
–

(5) Bivariate Poisson
N_Posts_SS

N_Posts_OthS

0.143**
(0.051)
−0.224***
(0.043)

−0.085**
(0.032)
0.804***
(0.022)
1,810
–
–
17.36***

Notes. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Yeo–Johnson power transformation applied to logged outcomes, that is, ln(x + 1).
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.1.
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Table 6. Treatment Effect on Length of UGC Posts (DV " Ln(Length); Ordinary Least Squares Regression)
Variables
Treatment
Constant
N
F-test

(1) OLS
Ln(Length)

(2) OLS
Ln(Length_SS)

(3) OLS
Ln(Length_OthS)

(4) Tobit
Ln(Length)

(5) Tobit
Ln(Length_SS)

(6) Tobit
Ln(Length_OthS)

0.573***
(0.149)
2.751***
(0.103)
1,810
14.80***

0.745***
(0.156)
1.979***
(0.106)
1,810
22.68***

0.059
(0.113)
1.449***
(0.079)
1,810
0.27

0.997***
(0.283)
0.579*
(0.235)
1,810
12.39***

2.191***
(0.463)
−3.931***
(0.423)
1,810
22.42***

0.107
(0.353)
−2.723***
(0.305)
1,810
0.09

Notes. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Yeo–Johnson power transformation applied to construct logged outcomes, that is, ln(x + 1).
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.1.

constructing a matched sample of users, via coarsened
exact matching (CEM) (Iacus et al. 2012). If sample selection is driving our results, it would be concerning if
we observed a decline in the treatment effect strength
upon accounting for imbalances on observable features.
We employed k2k CEM and thereby forced the resulting matched treatment and control groups to contain the same number of users. Our matching covariates include all variables listed in Table 2. The
matching procedure results in a paired sample of 358
users. The results of t-tests we report in Online Appendix A demonstrate that the procedure was effective at removing the imbalance on observable features. Repeating our analyses of textual novelty, this
time on the matched sample, we obtain consistent results; see Table 7, column (2). In fact, some of the estimated differences become even larger, which suggests
that selection on treatment may, in fact, be attenuating
our treatment effect magnitudes.10
5.2.3. Differential Effects on New Members. To test

our third hypothesis, investigating the heterogeneous
impacts of peer awards on newer, less established
members of the community, we introduce moderation
terms into our regression models. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst
consider an indicator of whether a recruited user was
contributing content to the intervention subreddit for
the very ﬁrst time. Across our sample, 977 users were
posting to their intervention subreddit for the ﬁrst time.
We label these users with the indicator FirstTimer, and
include the interaction between this variable and treatment into our analysis. We, thus, estimate the model in
Equation (2). In this regression, the coefﬁcient associated with the main effect of Treatment, β1 , is the average

treatment effect on users who had contributed to the intervention subreddit at least once prior to our discovering them. The coefﬁcient associated with the interaction
term, β3 , is the estimated difference between ﬁrst-time
contributors and longer-tenured members.
UGC Productioni =UGC Noveltyi " α + β1 · Treatmenti
+ β2 · FirstTimeri + β3 · Treatmenti · FirstTimeri + εi :

(2)

Note that, because we need to incorporate a moderator term in our analyses of the treatment’s effect on
textual self-similarity, we cannot employ a Mann–Whitney U test. Accordingly, we employ quantile
regressions and, more speciﬁcally, median regressions
to accommodate the “nonnormal” distribution of the
outcome measure for that analysis.
The results of these regressions are presented as follows, considering effects on whether a user posts at
all, the number of posts a user makes, and the average
length of a user’s posts. We present results related to
these three outcomes, distinguishing between activity
on the same versus other subreddits in Table 8. We
observe evidence consistent with Hypothesis 2 for all
outcomes. Speciﬁcally, we see in column (1) for the bivariate probit regression that, although users who
were not ﬁrst-time posters were systematically more
likely to post UGC after receipt of the Gold Award,
the effect on ﬁrst-time posters was signiﬁcantly larger
(β3 " 0.209, p-value < 0.1). Similarly, in columns (3)
and (4) with our tobit regressions, we see that,
although members of longer tenure do post longer
content in response to treatment, ﬁrst-time posters
are systematically more responsive (β3 " 1.724,

Table 7. Treatment Effect on UGC Novelty (DV " Textual Self-Similarity; Mann–Whitney U Test)
(1) All users
Measure
TF-IDF score
LSI score
Doc2Vec score
N

(2) Matched users

Rank sum (control)

Rank sum (treatment)

p-value

Rank sum (control)

Rank sum (treatment)

p-value

73,793
74,076
72,763
257

110,735
110,452
111,765
350

0.042
0.058
0.012
–

29,907
30,150
29,904
179

34,354
34,111
34,357
179

0.023
0.043
0.023
–
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Table 8. Heterogeneity Test on First-time Poster for UGC Production (DV " Posted, N_Posts; Probit, Poisson, and Tobit

Regressions)

(1) Bivariate probit

(2) Bivariate Poisson

Variables

Posted_SS

Posted_OthS

N_Posts_SS

N_Posts_OthS

Treatment

0.187*
(0.088)
−0.388***
(0.089)
0.209+
(0.123)
−0.377***
(0.062)

−0.074
(0.087)
−0.173*
(0.084)
0.189
(0.119)
−0.129*
(0.061)

0.055
(0.066)
−0.600***
(0.080)
0.251*
(0.106)
0.034
(0.050)

−0.012
(0.045)
−0.124**
(0.044)
−0.138*
(0.064)
0.866***
(0.031)

FirstTimer
Treatment × FirstTimer
Constant
N
F-test
Wald χ2
LR χ2

1,810
–
46.70***
–

1,810
–
–
132.10***

(3) Tobit
Ln(Length_SS)

(4) Tobit
Ln(Length_OthS)

1.397*
(0.643)
−3.047***
(0.689)
1.724+
(0.928)
−2.373***
(0.524)
1,810
15.24***
–
–

−0.429
(0.511)
−1.086*
(0.496)
1.052
(0.706)
−2.159***
(0.390)
1,810
1.62
–
–

Notes. Robust standard errors in parentheses. For tobit model, Yeo–Johnson power transformation applied to construct logged outcomes, that is,
ln(x + 1).
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.1.

p-value < 0.1). Finally, the results in column (2) from
the bivariate Poisson regression indicate no evidence
of a systematic shift toward the intervention subreddit
among users of longer tenure and instead that this effect derives primarily from the response of ﬁrst-time
posters. Speciﬁcally, ﬁrst-time posters who are treated
created systematically more posts in the intervention
subreddit (β3 " 0.251, p-value < 0.05) and systematically fewer posts in other subreddits (β3 " −0.138, pvalue < 0.05). This last ﬁnding is consistent with the
notion that the asymmetrically larger inﬂuence of
peer awards on newer community members drives
much of the overall exploitation response we observed earlier (i.e., Hypothesis 3).
Subsequently, we also considered heterogeneity in
the effects on textual self-similarity, employing moderated quantile (median) regression. However, upon doing
so, we observed no statistically signiﬁcant moderation
in either the total sample or the matched sample. We
did, however, continue to observe a signiﬁcant treatment effect in the baseline group (speciﬁcally, using the
LSI-based measure in the matched sample and using the
TF-IDF measure in the unmatched sample). Taken together, this set of results suggests that, although new
users are systematically more likely to respond to peer
awards than users of lengthier tenure, in terms of the
volume of content they produce, they exhibit no systematic differences in the extent to which their content shifts
to be more similar to awarded content.
In general, we observed evidence in support of all
three of our hypotheses. Peer awards causally increase
the amount of content that users produce, and they
also causally induce an exploitation response with
recipients systematically being more likely to focus
on the awarding subreddit and exhibiting systematic
increases (reductions) in textual similarity (novelty).

Further, effects are signiﬁcantly more pronounced
among newer, less recognized community members.
Beyond these heterogeneity analyses related to user
tenure, we also considered another form of heterogeneity analysis, reported in Online Appendix D. Specifically, we considered an alternative measure of whether the recipient lacked strong ties with the Reddit
community: whether a user had received large positive feedback from the community in the past. Considering that moderator, we observed expected results;
users who have not received much engagement in the
past respond more.

6. Secondary Analyses
Having established support for our three primary hypotheses, we next explore several secondary analyses
that speak to the nuances of the treatment. These analyses include a consideration of (i) treatment effect dynamics in a longer observational window, (ii) qualitative evidence of possible mechanisms behind the
treatment effects (as revealed through messages many
treated subjects sent in response to our Gold Award),
and (iii) whether the treatment ultimately induces
users to produce more engaging and popular content.
Additionally, we present analyses that conﬁrm the
predictions of prior literature in Online Appendix E,
namely that new community members produce systematically more (contemporaneously) novel content
and that such content is systematically more popular
among community members. Collectively, these results support our broader ﬁndings that peer awards
induce a general increase in the novelty of community
content by encouraging newer members to continue
participating and producing more content that is similar to their (already) relatively novel material.
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6.1. Treatment Effect Dynamics
First, we extend our main sample into a weekly panel
data set, capturing user content production in the
weeks leading up to and following the intervention
post. We use this panel to estimate a dynamic difference-in-differences regression that speaks to the intertemporal effects of our treatment on users’ volume of
content production. This panel data structure also enables us to assess the stability of our estimates in the
presence of user and time ﬁxed effects as well as to assess the parallel trends assumption. Each of these aspects helps speak indirectly to the efﬁcacy of our randomization procedure. We present the estimates of
this dynamic regression in Online Appendix B, in
which we observe no evidence that the parallel trends
assumption is violated. We observe that the treatment
effect manifests within the ﬁrst week after treatment,
after which time UGC production begins to return to
baseline levels, clearly dissipating after two weeks.
What is also of note here, however, is that we do not
observe a subsequent dip in UGC production, implying that this is net new content production rather than
a simple acceleration in the timing of content production. In the same appendix, we also examine the dynamics of the exploitation effect, observing increases
in textual similarity among treated users (relative to
the intervention post and control users) in the very
next post they create. And the signiﬁcant effect persists over the next two posts as well.
6.2. Qualitative Evidence of Treatment
Effect Mechanisms
One of the beneﬁts of our data set is that award recipients can send us private messages in reply despite the
award having been assigned anonymously. Approximately 53.5% of treated users (484) sent us private
messages expressing thanks. Of these, 143 elaborated,
discussing the inspiration behind their content, speaking to their plans for future content production, etc.
These 143 messages help us understand how recipients perceive peer awards and how those awards inﬂuence their future content generation.
Among these users, 22.3% (32) speciﬁcally mentioned that the award made them feel conﬁdent about
their ability, enhancing their perceived self-efﬁcacy,
and a large portion of these users were new contributors. For example, one user whose ﬁrst submission
was awarded stated the following: “I am very nervous
about my ﬁrst post. This really gave me a heads up!”
In addition to ﬁrst-time posters, these sorts of messages also included users who indicated they had not
posted new material for some time. These responses
generally validate our earlier empirical analyses, which
indicated the outsized motivational effects for new
community members. That is, peer awards present
stronger encouragement to users who have relatively

low conﬁdence, and these users are particularly appreciative of the peer award.
A second key theme in recipients’ messages, consistent with the preceding, was indications of reciprocity.
Again, this observation is consistent with the notion
that peer awards are particularly inﬂuential on new
members because they help foster community ties
and relational bonds (Ren et al. 2007). For example,
one award recipient stated, “As a token of gratitude, I
will include something you want in my next story.”
Several users similarly expressed a willingness to create more stories that the anonymous benefactor would
like. Some users even made statements indicative of
generalized reciprocity, indicating their intent to pay
the award forward to other users. As one user stated,
“Hopefully, I will make someone else’s day.”
This qualitative evidence of an increased desire to
generate related content following an unexpected, initial success is also consistent with the exploitation response observed through our other analyses. Upon
the receipt of unexpected positive feedback, these
new, less recognized users calibrate to the reward and
seek to capitalize on what appears to be a successful
strategy. As our quantitative results show, this is not
the case for experienced members.
6.3. Do Peer Awards Induce Users to Create More
Popular Content?
The ultimate question of interest, from a platform operator’s perspective, is whether peer awards induce recipients to produce more popular, more engaging content.
We, thus, consider the relationship between our peer
award treatment and the popularity of subsequent content that users produce (after the intervention post). We
again measure content popularity using our net upvote
Score variable. We estimate this regression employing
Poisson regression, again cognizant of the right skew in
the Score distribution. We consider both the total sample
and the matched sample as previously. The results are
presented in Table 9. In column (1), we observe a clear
causal relationship between the treatment and the popularity of subsequent content that a user produces. That
is, treatment is signiﬁcantly associated with a rise in average post Score. In column (2), we consider heterogeneity in whether a user was a FirstTimer poster and again
ﬁnd results consistent with our second hypothesis; the
popularity of new members’ content rises in particular.

7. Discussion
7.1. Theoretical Implications
From a theoretical perspective, our work contributes
to a large body of literature on platform incentives by
investigating the role of peer awards, which have previously received relatively little attention (Ramirez
2017, Burtch et al. 2018, Frey and Gallus 2018). Peer
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Table 9. Effect of Treatment on Subsequent UGC

Popularity (DV " Score; Poisson Regression)
Total sample

Matched sample

Variables

(1) Score

(2) Score

(3) Score

(4) Score

Treatment

0.478+
(0.252)
–

−0.079
(0.221)
−0.869***
(0.237)
1.366**
(0.428)
4.696***
(0.166)
607
21.18***

0.899*
(0.377)
–

−0.370
(0.255)
−0.890**
(0.266)
2.195***
(0.528)
4.473***
(0.178)
358
20.67***

FirstTimer
Treatment × FirstTimer
Constant
N
Wald χ2

–
4.422***
(0.136)
607
3.60+

–
4.126***
(0.142)
358
5.69*

Note. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.1.

awards are one of the only few available incentive
tools that can be deployed at scale in niche-interest,
open-ended contexts that accommodate users’ subjective, personal preferences around creative content.
Our work, thus, complements prior work in information systems, marketing, and management, not just by
examining an understudied incentive tool, but also extending prior work to a context in which content cannot be readily evaluated against an objective, predeﬁned set of criteria as is the case with content such as
online reviews (Chen et al. 2017), question and answer
communities (Kuang et al. 2019), or online encyclopedias (Restivo and Van De Rijt 2012). By employing a
novel, longitudinal randomized ﬁeld experiment, we
establish the causal impacts of peer awards on users’
future content production regarding both content
quantity and novelty. Moreover, we provide novel
empirical evidence about the dynamics and duration
of the causal effects, demonstrating that peer awards
yield net new content for the host platform rather
than simply accelerating the production of content
that would have arrived later.
Additionally, our work adds to platform incentive
literature by offering a ﬁrst consideration of the inﬂuence of peer awards on the underlying content-generation process, particularly in regard to the individual exploration–exploitation decision. Prior work has mainly
focused on UGC production and generic, objective
quality with an eye toward informational aspects (Qiao
et al. 2017, Khern-am-nuai et al. 2018). Because our
work considers a context in which ideal content is not
necessarily that which is informative or focused on a
particular topic, we consider instead an alternative factor that has been proposed and shown to be predictive
of popularity in a variety of UGC settings: content novelty. We also leverage various text-mining methods
and large volumes of user content on Reddit to demonstrate the latter results. Methodologically, our study,
thus, introduces alternative computational measures to

the information science literature, which can be used to
operationalize individual exploration and exploitation
behavior in content creation contexts in a scalable way.
Finally, our work contributes to the literature on individual exploration and exploitation (March 1991; Lazear 2000a, b; Rhee and Kim 2014; Baumann and Stieglitz 2014), investigating its role in the UGC creation
process, an understudied yet relevant context (Lavie
et al. 2010).
7.2. Managerial Implications
Our work highlights how peer awards can be useful
as a platform incentive for fostering novel content in
creative UGC settings, essentially shaping the crowd’s
contribution activity, to shift community focus toward
more desirable content. This is in line with the notion
proposed by Hukal et al. (2020), that ﬁrms can stimulate activity in new, “thin” areas of the platform
through opportunity signals. Our overarching ﬁnding
is that peer awards are most useful for attracting and
retaining new community members. Although the
awards also encourage exploitation behavior, this is
likely to be desirable because new users, in general,
provide systematically more novel content. All of
these beneﬁts also come with the added boon of an
additional revenue stream for the platform, Reddit.
There are also implications for individuals who manage
subcommunities within the platform. Moderators can
employ peer awards (e.g., anonymously) to recognize
and reward content they see as particularly desirable
for the community. They can explicitly encourage new
community members to remain who produce such content, and they can encourage users to continue producing more content, similar to that which was awarded.
Of course, there are important factors to bear in mind
that may limit the beneﬁts of peer awards. For example,
although peer awards encourage new users to continue
producing their initially more novel content, they may
impede long-run exploration behavior. Second, although peer awards are indeed inﬂuential, their effects
appear relatively short-lived, suggesting they should
perhaps not be relied upon in isolation. Finally, they are
predominantly effective only in inﬂuencing new members of the platform; this suggests that other interventions and policies are needed to sustain the motivation
of longer-tenured users and to encourage those longertenured users to produce more novel material.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
Our ﬁndings imply a number of open questions that future work can seek to address. For example, there is very
likely to be heterogeneity across community and subject-matter types as well as alternative peer award designs that would be important to understand. In terms
of the former, in information-oriented communities,
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such as news or science, the impact of peer awards on
UGC production and content similarity may be ampliﬁed or reversed. In terms of the latter, heterogeneity
may arise depending upon award scarcity and intensity.
As users receive more Gold, their excitement over receiving it may decrease, which may diminish the positive impact the awards have on UGC creation. Broadly,
it is our hope that this work will stimulate a new stream
of research that focuses predominantly on creativity-oriented UGC and the tools available to platform operators
that can help shape such content.
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Endnotes
1

In Online Appendix E, we provide empirical evidence, based on
measures of textual similarity, that indicates (1) new users produce
systematically more novel content (compared with peers) and (2)
novel content receives systematically more engagement from other
members of the community. These observations, although correlational, are consistent with prior literature.

2

We demonstrate evidence consistent with their result in our own
sample in our secondary analyses section.

3

Please see https://www.redditinc.com/, accessed in September 2020.

4

A note about ethics and data fair use: (a) institutional review
board approval for this experiment was obtained before we carried
out the experiment, and (b) data collection in this study follows
Reddit’s API guidelines and is within the website’s terms of use.

5

Data were retrieved from http://redditlist.com/ in September 2020.

6

Link karma is a proxy for the user’s net cumulative post score.

7

Comment karma is a proxy for the user’s net cumulative comment score.

8

The platform operator’s concern is, of course, contemporaneous novelty. As we ultimately demonstrate, peer awards are particularly effective at motivating new members, and they drive those new members
to engage in exploitation behavior. However, if new members generate
systematically more (contemporaneously) novel content, this constellation of results may be desirable. To support our interpretation of
these results as jointly demonstrating the novelty-inducing beneﬁts of
peer awards, in Online Appendix E, we present secondary analyses in
which we demonstrate both that (i) new community members generate content that exhibits systematically more contemporaneous novelty (consistent with the prior innovation literature) and (ii) content that
exhibits contemporaneous novelty is systematically more popular and
attracts systematically more engagement from the community.

9

In the implementation, following the commonly used weighting approach (Robertson 2004), we apply normalization based on inverse

document frequency (IDF), idf(t) " log[(1 + n)/(1 + df(4)) + 1, to accommodate the linear increase of IDF and to prevent divisions by zero.
10
In Online Appendix C, we also consider an alternative approach
to operationalizing textual self-novelty. Rather than considering selfnovelty relative to the intervention post, there we consider self-novelty
relative to all pretreatment posts. We observe consistent results.
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